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QUESTION 1

You are using pega express. You want to avoid creating unnecessary case-level properties and views. Which three
actions do you take to accomplish this goal? (choose three) 

A. Define case type views using *\ page, property" syntax for the majority of the- fields. 

B. Drag-and-drop a Field Group when defining a case view. 

C. Create a data type that corresponds to each case type. 

D. Pre-define properties, sections, and relevant records that are applied to Work-Cover\\'. 

E. Add an embedded Page property to the case type. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Set the three security tasks you perform when deploying an application to a production environment. (Choose Three) 

A. Delete the Unauthenticated access group. 

B. Restrict access to ruleset configuration. 

C. Change the Rule security mode setting on the access groups to Deny. 

D. Rename the PRServlet default servlets. 

E. Update standard dynamic system settings. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

 

 

QUESTION 3

XYZ Corp users are experiencing delays in the application that you suspect is related to the database. 

Which two options do you recommend to isolate the issue? (Choose Two) 

A. Write Pega logs to the database server. 

B. Investigate when the database is used most heavily. 

C. Lower query-time-related alert thresholds. 

D. Increase the threshold for blob-size alerts. 
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Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 4

You oversee a medium-size development team. Some of the team members and new to Pega and are working on
features in a separate branch. What are two ways you can ensure that the rules the team creates adhere to best
practices? (Choose Two) 

A. Run 1 rarer on each new rule in the branch that new team members check in to identify any failures in rule
execution. 

B. Leverage the branch review feature to have senior team members validate the branch contents. 

C. Use Pega Log Analyzer to locate any exceptions in the branch associated with the new team members. 

D. Review the branch quality to identify any rules with guardrail warnings. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 5

Inconsistent formatting of phone numbers is causing, usability issues. You hnvo been asked to enh interface to ensure
all phone numbers are automatically reformatted consistently. Which two options incorporate best practices for applying
the required formatting? (Choose Two) 

A. Configure a Declare Constraint rule. 

B. Configure an Edit Validate rule. 

C. Configure a Custom Control. 

D. Configure an Edit Input rule. 

Correct Answer: BD 
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